A LITTLE BIT OF MAMBO
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Level-Beginner

(A) MAMBO FORWARD, MAMBO BACK
1-2 Step L. forward, Step R. in place
3-4 Step R. beside L., Hold
5-6 Step R. back, Step L. in place
7-8 Step R. beside L., Hold

(B) SIDE ROCK, HOLD, SIDE ROCK, HOLD
1-2 Step L. side on L., Step R. in place,
3-4 Step L. beside R., Hold
5-6 Step R. to R. side, Step L. in place
7-8 Step R. beside L., Hold

(C) STEP, HOLD, STEP, HOLD, STEP, TOGETHER, STEP, HOLD
1-2 Step L. forward, Hold
3-4 Step R. forward, Hold
5-6 Step L. forward, Step R. beside L.
7-8 Step L. forward, Hold

(D) STEP, HOLD, TURN 1/2, HOLD, STEP, TOGETHER, HOLD
1-2 Step R. forward, Hold
3-4 Turn 1/2 L. onto L., Hold
5-6 Step R. forward, Step L. beside R.
7-8 Step R. forward, Hold

Begin Again, Have Fun!

Song       Artist           CD Title       BPM
Tico Tico  Dean Brothers  146 - Intro: 32 – ending, hold for 3 counts, then stomp R L. R.

Any Mambo music of your choice will do, good for a split floor with any of these dance listed below

Mambo #5    Lou Bega       A Little Bit of Mambo
Bye Bye     David Civera   David Civera Single
Mariana Mambo  Chayenne
Jack’s Back Diamond Jack
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